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ABSTRACT
Thestand-offshockformedintheaccretionﬂowontoastationarywall,suchasthesurfaceofa
white dwarf, may be thermally unstable, depending on the cooling processes which dominate
thepost-shockﬂow.Someprocessesleadtoinstability,whileotherstendtostabilize theshock.
We consider competition between the destabilizing inﬂuence of thermal bremsstrahlung
cooling, and a stabilizing process which is a power law in density and temperature. Cyclotron
cooling and processes which are of order 1, 3/2 and 2 in density are considered. The relative
efﬁciencyandpower-lawindicesofthesecondmechanism arevaried,andparticulareffectson
the stability properties and frequencies of oscillation modes are examined.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – shock waves – binaries: close – white dwarfs.
1 INTRODUCTION
Radiative shocks are thermally unstable for certain cooling laws, and are thereby driven to oscillate, giving rise to variabilities of radiation
emitted from the shock-heated matter. This phenomenon occurs in a wide range of astrophysical situations, ranging from supernova remnants
to accreting compact objects. Time-dependent properties of radiative shocks have been investigated by various authors (e.g. Falle 1975, 1981;
Langer, Chanmugam & Shaviv 1981, 1982; Chevalier & Imamura 1982; Imamura, Wolff & Durisen 1984; Chanmugam, Langer & Shaviv
1985; Imamura 1985; Bertschinger 1986; Innes, Giddings & Falle 1987a, b; Gaetz, Edgar & Chevalier 1988; Wolff, Gardner & Wood 1989;
Imamura&Wolff1990;Houck&Chevalier1992;Wu,Chanmugam&Shaviv1992;To ￿th&Draine1993;Dgani&Soker1994;Imamuraetal.
1996; Saxton, Wu & Pongracic 1997). The stability properties of the radiative shocks depend on the cooling processes and the boundary
conditions subject to which the shocks are formed. In this paper we will investigate the stability properties of radiative shocks, using a planar
model with appropriate cooling processes and boundary conditions appropriate for accreting magnetic white dwarfs.
For accretion on to white dwarfs, a stand-off shock is formed near the white dwarf surface when the supersonic accretion matter
deceleratesabruptedlytoasubsonicﬂow.Theheightoftheshockabovethewhitedwarfsurfacecanbeestimatedfromthecoolingpath-length,
which is approximately h ¼ vfftcool=4, where vff is the free-fall velocity at the white dwarf surface, and tcool is the cooling time-scale. For
parameterstypicalofcataclysmic variables(seeWarner1995),whicharelow-massclosebinariescontainingareddwarftransferringmatter to
a white dwarf, the major cooling process is bremsstrahlung radiation if the white dwarf magnetic ﬁeld is weak (&10 MG), and cyclotron
radiation if the ﬁeld is strong (*10 MG) (e.g. King & Lasota 1979; Lamb & Masters 1979). As bremsstrahlung and cyclotron cooling have
different density and temperature dependence, their effects on the stability of the shocks will be different.
Time-dependent accretion on to white dwarfs, with planar geometry, was ﬁrst investigated by Langer et al. (1981). Their numerical
studiesshowedthatifbremsstrahlungistheonlycoolingprocess,theaccretionshocksarethermallyunstable,thusgivingrisetoquasi-periodic
oscillations. Linear analyses with bremsstrahlung cooling were carried out by Chevalier & Imamura (1982), and it was shown that the
fundamental mode of the shock oscillation is stable, but that the overtones are unstable. Chevalier & Imamura also considered a general
situation in which the total cooling process is represented by a single cooling function with power laws of density r and temperature T. (Thus
L ~ r
aT
b, where a and b are the power-law indices. For bremsstrahlung cooling, a ¼ 2 and b ¼ 0:5.) Their analyses showed that cooling
functions with a higher power dependence on the temperature tend to stabilize the shock and hence suppress the shock oscillations.
Stability of radiative shocks in spherical geometry was investigated by Bertschinger (1986). In these calculations, the total cooling is
again represented by a single cooling function with power laws of density and temperature. Both radial perturbations and transverse
perturbations, whichare expressed interms ofa scaled transversewavenumber inaddition to the usual oscillation frequency,were considered.
It was found that the oscillatory modes which are stable to purely radial perturbations (those stable in the limit of the results of Chevalier &
Imamura 1982) are destabilized for non-radial perturbations over some range of wavenumber. For indeﬁnitely great wavenumber all modes
were eventually and increasingly stabilized.
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calculations, a single cooling function ofpower lawsin density and temperature wasused, and cases with different adiabatic index and power-
law indices were considered. Their calculations reproduced the results of Chevalier & Imamura (1982), and additionally showed that
appreciable spherical extension of the post-shock region, even with a very mild curvature, tends to destabilize the ﬁrst and second harmonics
whilst higher order modes are stabilized, with the damping being stronger for higher harmonics.
Dgani & Soker (1994) considered situations that allow mass-loss in the post-shock ﬂow. A mass-loss term was introduced in the
continuity equation to take into account the transverse ﬂow of material in physically extended shocks. For a variety of single power-law-type
cooling functions, mass-loss stabilizes shock oscillations. Its effect is weaker when the power-law index for the temperature is smaller.
To ￿th & Draine (1993) investigated the stability of shocks supported by a transverse magnetic ﬁeld. In their work the oscillatory stability
was determined by support from the magnetic ﬁeld lines, rather than the functional properties of radiative cooling processes.
Imamura et al. (1996) investigated the stability of an accretion shock with unequal electron and ion temperatures, and the effects of
Comptonand bremsstrahlung cooling are included. Theyconsidered both the longitudinal perturbations andthe transverseperturbations. This
work is applicable to systems where the electron–ion energy exchange time-scale is comparable to or longer than the radiative cooling time-
scale. They found that the two-temperature effects increase the oscillatory instability of the shock, for both the radial and non-radial modes.
Stability properties of transverse and radial modes are similarly affected by changes in the temperature index of the single power-law cooling
process.
Inall thestudiesmentioned above,the total coolingisrepresented byasinglecoolingfunction. Inrealistic systems,cooling processesare
independent: some processes(e.g., bremsstrahlung cooling) destabilizes the shockoscillations, while other processes (e.g.,cyclotron cooling)
have stabilizing effects. Radiativeshockswithmore than onecooling processare complicated, andtheir stability properties canbedetermined
only when all these processes are treated explicitly.
Numerical simulations of accretion on to magnetic white dwarfs, with explicit treatment of both bremsstrahlung and cyclotron cooling,
were ﬁrst carried out byChanmugam et al. (1985). Their study showed that the presence of cyclotron cooling tends to suppress the shock
oscillations. Later simulations by Wu et al. (1996) showed that the suppression is efﬁcient only when the magnetic ﬁeld is sufﬁciently strong.
Small-amplitude oscillations persist if the ﬁeld is weak (&10 MG). When bremsstrahlung and cyclotron cooling have similar strengths, the
oscillation isatwo-phaseprocess,withbremsstrahlung cooling dominating duringone partofthe cycleand cyclotroncoolingduringthe other
(Wu et al. 1992).
Saxton et al. (1997) carried out a linear perturbative stability analysis for planar accretion shocks with bremsstrahlung and cyclotron
cooling. They considered a composite cooling function in which there is a bremsstrahlung cooling term (Lbr ~ r
2T
0:5) and an effective
cyclotron cooling term (Lcy ~ r
0:15T
2:5). The relative efﬁciency of the cyclotron cooling varies with the magnetic ﬁeld strength. Cases with
different relative strength of cyclotron cooling were considered. Their analyses showed that lower harmonics were successively stabilized as
cyclotron strength increased.
In this work we extend the analyses of Saxton et al. (1997) to a generalized composite cooling function, consisting of the bremsstrahlung
termandasecondpower-lawcoolingterm(L2 ~ r
aT
b),whichreplacestheearlier approximate cyclotronterm. Wevarythepower-lawindices
aand b,inaddition tothe relativeefﬁciencyofthe second coolingprocess.We determine the eigenvalues ofthe oscillation modes,and discuss
the corresponding implications.
2 THE RADIATIVE ACCRETION SHOCK
The time-dependent mass continuity, momentum and energy equations for the planar post-shock accretion ﬂow are
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where P, v and r are respectively the pressure, velocity and density of the stream, and LT is the composite radiative cooling function.
The cooling function is a composite of optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung plus another power-law cooling term:
LT ; Lbr þ L2 ¼ Cr
2 P
r
 1 = 2
1 þ e s
P
P s
 a r
r s
 ¹ b "#
: ð 4 Þ
These are expressed in terms of powers of density and pressure (a ¼ b ¹ 0:5 and b ¼ 1:5 þ b ¹ a). The constant
C ¼ð 2 p k B= 3 m eÞ
1 = 2ð 2
5p e
6= 3 hmec
3Þðm=kBm
3
pÞ
1=2gB, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h the Planck constant, c the speed of light, e the
electron charge, me the electron mass, mp the proton mass, m the mean molecular weight of the gas, and gB the Gaunt factor (see Rybicki &
Lightman 1979). The numerical value of C is 3:9 ´ 10
16 in c.g.s. units, assuming that m ¼ 0:5 and gB ¼ 1. We assume the adiabatic index
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P ¼
rkBT
mmH
; ð5Þ
where mH is the mass of the a hydrogen atom. The efﬁciency of the second cooling process compared to the bremsstrahlung, evaluated at the
shock, is given by es. For accretion on to white dwarfs in magnetic cataclysmic variables the second cooling mechanism is optically thick
cyclotron cooling. An optically thick cooling process is generally not a simple energy-loss function. However, for typical parameters of
accretingwhitedwarfsinmagneticcataclysmicvariables,thecyclotroncoolingcanbemimickedbyapower-lawcoolingfunctionwithindices
a ¼ 2:0andb ¼ 3:85(seeLanger etal.1982andSaxtonet al.1997).Inthisapproximation, theparameter es increasesmonotonically withthe
white dwarf magnetic ﬁeld.
We choose to express the composite cooling function in terms of the bremsstrahlung cooling, so that the second cooling function goes to
zero as the density becomes inﬁnite. This allows us to use the same boundary conditions at the dwarf surface in all cases, so that we may have
conﬁdence that stability effects will be due only to the properties of the cooling functions, and not the boundary conditions at the white dwarf
surface. Alternatively, the temperature could have been made to go to a ﬁnite value at the white dwarf surface, but this approach is
mathematically equivalent, except that the new boundary conditions are less obvious, especially for the perturbed variables.
3 PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
We consider a ﬁrst-order perturbation of the steady-state solution for the post-shock gas ﬂow, with the shock height and the pressure, density
and velocity ﬁelds expressed as:
xs ¼ xs0 þ xs1e
qt; ð6Þ
Pðy;tÞ¼P 0ð y ÞþP 1ð y Þ e
q t; ð 7 Þ
r ð y ;tÞ¼r 0ð y Þþr 1ð y Þ e
q t; ð 8 Þ
v ð y ;t Þ¼v 0ð y Þþv 1ð y Þ e
q t; ð 9 Þ
where y ¼ x=xs is a dimensionless altitude coordinate, and q ¼ vs1=xs1 is a frequency scale of the perturbations. The subscripts ‘0’ and ‘1’
denote steady-state variables and ﬁrst-order perturbation respectively; ‘s’ denotes variables evaluated at the shock surface.
We consider expressions in terms of the dimensionless steady-state velocity (t ; ¹v0=vff) to simplify the form of the equations. The
steady-state solution is completely described by a differential equation for its velocity proﬁle:
y
0ðtÞ ;
dy
dt
¼
1
1 þ esfðtÞ
t
2ð5 ¹ 8tÞ

tð1 ¹ tÞ
p ; ð10Þ
where
fðtÞ¼
4
a þ b
3 a ð 1¹t Þ
at
b ð 11Þ
(see Wu 1994). For the case of bremsstrahlung cooling alone (es ¼ 0) there exists an analytic solution (Aizu 1973), but for the general two-
process cooling function it is necessary to carry out a numerical integration of the closed-form solution.
Itisconvenienttodeﬁnefurtherdimensionlesscomplexvariablestodescribetheperturbedsolutions:z ¼ xs0qr1=vs1ra,p ¼ P1=ravffvs1,
h ¼ v1=vs1 and d ¼ xs0q=vff. The ﬁrst three relate to perturbed density, pressure and velocity. The last serves as a dimensionless
eigenfrequency, d ¼ dR þ idI, where dI is the oscillatory part, and dR is a growth/decay term. Then the mass continuity, momentum and
energy equations give rise to three coupled complex linear differential equations in the perturbed variables:
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where the functions f1ðtÞ and f2ðtÞ are deﬁned as:
f1ðtÞ¼1þ
2 e sa fð t Þ
1þe sfð t Þ
; ð 15Þ
f2ðtÞ¼1¹
2
3

e sb fð t Þ
1þe sfð t Þ

; ð 16Þ
and fðtÞ is deﬁned in equation (11).
Equations (12), (13) and (14) are solved for dz=dt,d h = d tand dp=dt. The resulting differential equations are split into real and imaginary
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solution, a, b and yðtÞ:
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4 RESULTS
4.1 Eigenmodes
The six differential equations (17)–(22) are integrated numerically using a Runge–Kutta method with appropriate boundary conditions. In
terms of the dimensionless perturbed variables, the conditions at the shock (t¼ 1=4) are zR ¼ 0, zI ¼ 0, hR ¼ 3=4, hI ¼ 0, pR ¼ 3=2 and
pI ¼ 0. At the dwarf surface (t¼ 0) there are no speciﬁc conditions on the values of zR, zI, pR and pI, but the stationary wall condition
(hR ¼ 0, hI ¼ 0) applies (see Chevalier & Imamura 1982 and Saxton et al. 1997). Integration proceeds between t¼ 0 and t¼1=4 for trial
valuesofdR anddI.ValuesofthedsaresoughtwhichyieldhR ¼ hI ¼ 0att¼0(seeAppendixA).Eachoftheseeigenvaluescorrespondstoan
oscillatory mode of the shock. The modes form a sequence consisting of a fundamental mode and a succession of overtones.
We investigated cases with 13 different choices of ða;bÞ, and es took values of 0:1, 10
¹2=3,1 0
¹ 1 = 3,1 ,1 0
1 = 3,1 0
2 = 3and 10. The ﬁrst set are
systemswith L2 ~ r
0:15T
2:5,a ¼ 2:0 and b ¼ 3:85. This isappropriate for accreting white dwarfsin magnetic cataclysmic variables, in which
bremsstrahlung and cyclotron cooling are important (see Wu, Chanmugam & Shaviv 1994). We are aware that the cyclotron cooling in these
systems is, in fact, optically thick. For an exact treatment one needs to consider the coupled time-dependent hydrodynamic and radiative
transfer equations. However, to make the problem tractable in this linear analysis, we assume a simple power-law cooling approximation. The
results are shown in Table 1.
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shockagainst oscillations, competing with the effect ofbremsstrahlung. The ﬁrstfourchoices ofcooling mechanisms are ﬁrst-orderindensity
(L2 ~ rT
b, b ¼ a þ 1); the next four choices are of the form L2 ~ r
1:5T
b (b ¼ a þ 0:5); the last four choices are second-order in density
(L2 ~ r
2T
b, b ¼ a).
For each case we investigate the stability of harmonics under conditions with bremsstrahlung dominant over (es ¼ 0:1;10
¹2=3;10
¹1=3),
comparable to (es ¼ 1), or dominated by the second cooling mechanism (es ¼ 10
1=3;10
2=3;10) at the shock surface. The choice of es ¼ 0
correspondstothespecialrestrictedcaseofthebremsstrahlung-onlyshock.Applyingthislimittoourequationsexactlyrecoversearlierresults
(e.g. Chevalier & Imamura 1982) for the single-cooling, bremsstrahlung-only case.
4.2 Frequencies
In all cases the oscillatory part of the eigenvalue is found to be quantized like the modal frequencies of a pipe open at one end. This can be
expressedasalinear ﬁt,dI ¼ð n¹1 = 2 Þ d IO þ dC,wherenisthe harmonic number,dIO isafrequencyspacinganddC isasmalloffsetcorrection.
Theseconstantsdependupontheindices(a,b)andefﬁciency(es)ofthesecondcoolingprocess.(SeeAppendixBforvaluesoftheseconstants
derived from ﬁts to the ﬁrst eight modes of each system.)
For a purely bremsstrahlung-dominated shock dIO < 0:609, but the mode spacing becomes signiﬁcantly smaller as the second cooling
process increases in importance. For a given stabilizing cooling mechanism ða;bÞ, the mode spacing decreases monotonically as es increases.
The variation of dIO with es is almost identical for all cases other than those with a ¼ 0:5 and b < a þ 1. In these exceptional cases, the mode
spacing decreases much more slowly with increasing es. The special characteristic of these systems is that the second cooling function’s
temperature dependence is weaker than the density dependence (i.e., L2 ~ r
aT
b, with b < a).
For most sets of cooling indices, the frequency offset, dC, increases steadily with es, in the range studied. This is the case for
bremsstrahlung plus cyclotron cooling. Except for the b ¼ a systems, the rise of dC with es is consistently steeper for lower a. In some high-a
cases with b ¼ a and b ¼ a þ 0:5, dC decreases after reaching a maximum at some es. The peak occurs at lower es when a is greater.
4.3 Stability properties
Stability ofa particular mode isindicated by the signofthegrowth/decay term dR.Positivevalues indicate instability; negativevalues indicate
stability.
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Table1.Eigenvaluesfortheﬁrsteightmodesofsystemswithbremsstrahlung
plus cyclotron cooling, for various values of the cyclotron cooling efﬁciency
at shock (es), expressed as dR and dI.
es ¼ 0 loges ¼¹ 1 loges ¼¹ 2 = 3
¹ 0.010 0.305 ¹0.017 0.308 ¹0.025 0.311
0.047 0.887 0.040 0.881 0.032 0.874
0.061 1.504 0.053 1.493 0.044 1.481
0.085 2.107 0.078 2.090 0.070 2.072
0.088 2.723 0.080 2.701 0.071 2.677
0.107 3.331 0.098 3.306 0.090 3.275
0.104 3.944 0.096 3.911 0.087 3.876
0.121 4.555 0.113 4.517 0.104 4.478
loges ¼¹ 1 = 3 loges ¼ 0 loges ¼ 1=3
¹0.039 0.316 ¹0.061 0.322 ¹0.092 0.325
0.018 0.861 ¹0.036 0.838 ¹0.030 0.803
0.029 1.458 0.003 1.419 ¹0.033 1.357
0.055 2.037 0.033 1.978 0.004 1.887
0.055 2.632 0.028 2.553 ¹0.008 2.429
0.075 3.219 0.051 3.124 0.019 2.978
0.071 3.808 0.046 3.691 0.012 3.510
0.088 4.402 0.063 4.270 0.025 4.068
loges ¼ 2=3 loges ¼ 1
¹0.126 0.322 ¹0.156 0.309
¹0.057 0.758 ¹0.077 0.707
¹0.077 1.271 ¹0.119 1.161
¹0.029 1.771 ¹0.065 1.637
¹0.047 2.267 ¹0.077 2.057
¹0.023 2.786 ¹0.073 2.553
¹0.021 3.267 ¹0.045 2.986
¹0.021 3.794 ¹0.069 3.456The most unstable system investigated is that with bremsstrahlung cooling only. In this case the ﬁrst unstable mode is the second
harmonic. Because the fundamental is stable even when bremsstrahlung cooling is the only mechanism, cases including a stabilizing cooling
process become unstable at the second or higher harmonic.
Systems with a particular density dependence in the second cooling mechanism L2 ~ r
aT
b share the same value of a ¼ 2 þ a ¹ b.I f
these cases are considered together, those in which L2 depends on a higher power of temperature (b ¼ a þ 0:5) have modes which are more
stable for a given value of es.
For given ða;bÞ and es there isa general trend towardsgreater instability with increasing harmonic number. This can be seen in anyofthe
curves of Figs 1, 2 and 3. Modes of lower harmonic number tend to be stable, and higher modes either less stable or else genuinely unstable.
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Figure 1. The real part of the eigenvalues, dR, as a function of the harmonic number n, for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5, and b ¼ a þ 1.
Solid lines refer to the stability of the bremsstrahlung-only case. From top to bottom, the dashed lines correspond to systems with different values of the cooling
efﬁciency, with es ¼ 0:1, 10
¹2=3,1 0
¹ 1 = 3,1 ,1 0
1 = 3,1 0
2 = 3and 10.This trend of modal instability rises sharply between successive modes with low n, and slowly for higher harmonic number. The number of
modes we have considered is insufﬁcient to determine their asymptotic behaviour as n ! ¥.
If we consider the stability of the sequence of modes for a particular case of ða;bÞ, increasing the efﬁciency of the second cooling
mechanism (es) stabilizes more of the lower modes. The indices of the second cooling process ða;bÞ determine how rapidly the modes cross
from instability to stability as es increases.
However, the detailed behaviour of the dR sequence with respect to n is not strictly monotonic. On top of the general trend to increasing
stability consecutive modes deviate towards greater or lesser stability. For low es these deviations follow an odd–even step pattern similar to
that shown by the bremsstrahlung-only modes. Forhigher es the deviations are of greater magnitude and follow a more complicated sequence.
The cooling indices (a, b) determine the form of this sequence in the limit of high es.
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Figure 2.The real part ofthe eigenvalues,dR, asa function ofthe harmonic numbern,for cooling power-lawindices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and3:5, andb ¼ a þ 0:5.
Solid lines refer to the stability of the bremsstrahlung-only case. From top to bottom, the dashed lines correspond to systems with different values of the cooling
efﬁciency, with es ¼ 0:1, 10
¹2=3,1 0
¹ 1 = 3,1 ,1 0
1 = 3,1 0
2 = 3and 10.These growing deviations often result in a mode n being marginally unstable, but a higher mode n þ 1 being stable. This is important
when considering which mode is the lowest unstable mode n¬ ¼ n¬ðesÞ.A se sincreases, it passes through critical values where what was
formerly the least unstable mode becomes stable, and a higher mode is the new n¬. If at some es there is a mode n > n¬ which is already stable,
thentherewillneverbeavalueofes thatmakesnbecomethenewn¬.Forgiven(a,b)therearecertainmodesthatcanneverbetheﬁrstunstable
mode for any value of es. For the 13 different choices of ða;bÞ studied, Table 2 records which harmonic was the lowest unstable mode at
different es.
For a given mode, stability only ever increases with increasing es, regardless of the behaviour of the overall pattern. The deviations of the
stability curve reﬂect only a tendency for some particular modes to stabilize faster or sooner than others. They nevergrow enough to raise low
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Figure 3. The real part ofthe eigenvalues, dR, as a function of the harmonic number n, for cooling power-lawindices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5, and b ¼ a. Solid
lines refer to the stability of the bremsstrahlung-only case. From top to bottom, the dashed lines correspond to systems with different values of the cooling
efﬁciency, with es ¼ 0:1, 10
¹2=3,1 0
¹ 1 = 3,1 ,1 0
1 = 3,1 0
2 = 3and 10.modes back into the regime of instability, and they always grow more slowly than the dropping of the trend curve into the stable regime of the
eigenplane.
Comparing the time-scale of the second cooling process, t2, with the oscillation time-scales the modes, tosc ¼ð x s0=vffÞ2pdI=ðd
2
R þ d
2
IÞ,
reveals a regularity in the modes’stability properties. Every modewith oscillatory time-scale tosc > t2 is a stable mode, as shown in the case of
bremsstrahlung plus cyclotron cooling (see Figs4, 5 and 6), and in all other cases studied (not shown) except for a ¼ b ¼ 0:5 and es ¼ 1. The
converse is not generally true: modes with tosc < t2 are not always unstable. Modes with tosc < t2 are more often stable if tosc is close to t2, but
there is no strict rule.
5 DISCUSSION
Our work recovers the earlier results of Chevalier & Imamura (1982) for the limit of purely bremsstrahlung cooling, which shows that
the fundamental mode is stable and the overtones unstable. Earlier works (e.g. Chevalier & Imamura 1982; Bertschinger 1986;
Houck & Chevalier 1992; To ￿th & Draine 1993; Dgani & Soker 1994) represented systems with multiple cooling processes via a single
powerlawwithintermediate indices.However,thevalidity ofthisapproachisunclearincaseswhenanadditional coolingprocessisimportant
(e.g., cyclotron cooling in the accretion on to a strongly magnetic white dwarf). A cooling process with a destabilizing tendency and a cooling
process with a stabilizing tendency may alternately dominate over different parts of the oscillatory cycle. This competition of effects warrants
explicit treatment. We extend and replace the conventional single-cooling formulation with the more physically realistic case where two
power-law cooling terms are explicitly summed, one with a destabilizing inﬂuence and the other tending to suppress oscillations.
Our work does not include two-temperature effects (like those of Imamura et al. 1996). The analysis is therefore inapplicable in systems
where the radiative cooling time-scale is much shorter than the electron–ion energy exchange time-scale.
Theparticularsystemswestudy – shocksinwhitedwarfsinmagneticcataclysmicvariables – arenotgeometricallyextendedinthedirection
of the accretion ﬂow (see, e.g., Cropper 1990), so non-planar perturbations (Bertschinger 1986; Imamura et al. 1996) and transverse post-shock
mass-loss(Dgani & Soker1994) are unimportant.The shocksitsabove thewhite dwarfsurfacewithina height thatisonlya small fraction of the
white dwarf’s radius, so the effects of the altitude variations of the gravity ﬁeld (investigated by Houck & Chevalier 1992) can be neglected.
Stabilization of modes proceeds monotonically as the efﬁciency of the stabilizing cooling process (es) increases, although some modes
stabilizemorequicklythanothers.Foragivenes higherharmonicsaregenerallylessstable,butbetweensuccessivemodestherearesigniﬁcant
deviations from the trend. For low cooling efﬁciency (low es) these stability deviations follow an odd–even pattern. In the limit of high es, the
pattern of deviations is less simple and depends on the power-law indices (a, b) of the second cooling function. The deviations become larger
as es increases, with the most stable modes stabilizing more effectively for a certain change in es.
A consequence of these deviations isthat while a particular mode is marginally unstable, the next higher mode may sometimes be stable.
Therefore the progression of the lowest unstable mode with increasing es may jump from one harmonic to a higher harmonic, skipping one or
more intermediate modes. This behavioural detail is not revealed in earlier analytic studies, which failed to consider whether or not instability
of a mode n automatically implies the instability of all higher modes.
Ithasbeensuggestedthat theoscillation time-scale oftheradiativeshockisapproximately equaltotheeffectivecoolingtime-scale ofthe
post-shock matter (see, e.g., Langer et al. 1981). While this may be valid for shocks with a simple cooling law, it is not justiﬁed when two
competing cooling processes are present. Asshown in Figs4, 5 and 6, the cyclotron and bremsstrahlung cooling time-scales arevery different
for different es, but the oscillation time-scale of each eigenmode does not change signiﬁcantly. The effective cooling time-scale, which is
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Table 2. First unstable mode n¬ for systems with various values of the power-law
indices and the efﬁciency of the second cooling process. The ﬁrst case listed is that of
bremsstrahlung plus cyclotron cooling. The next four are the L2 ~ rT
b systems; the
following four are L2 ~ r
1:5T
b systems; and the last four are the L2 ~ r
2T
b systems.
ða;bÞ loges
¹1 ¹ 2
3 ¹ 1
3 0 þ 1
3 þ 2
3 þ1
2.0 3.85 2 2 2 3 4 ¹¹
0.5 1.5 2 2 2 2 4 7 ¹
1.5 2.5 2 2 2 3 4 ¹¹
2.5 3.5 2 2 2 4 6 ¹¹
3.5 4.5 2 2 2 4 8 ¹¹
0.5 1.0 2 2 2 2 4 7 ¹
1.5 2.0 2 2 2 4 6 ¹¹
2.5 3.0 2 2 2 4 8 ¹¹
3.5 4.0 2 2 2 4 ¹¹¹
0 . 5 0 . 5 2 2 2 2346
1.5 1.5 2 2 2 4 7 ¹¹
2.5 2.5 2 2 2 4 ¹¹¹
3.5 3.5 2 2 2 4 ¹¹¹Oscillatory instability of radiative shocks 871
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.approximately the smaller one of the bremsstrahlung and cyclotron cooling time-scales, do not show strong association with the oscillation
time-scale of any of the stable or unstable eigenmodes. The modes are, however, stable if their oscillation time-scales are larger than the
cooling time-scale of the process with stabilizing effects.
Finally,wenotethattheanalysispresentedhereprovesonlytheinstabilityincertainmodes.Itisunabletoverifyifasystemistrulystable,
since the system in principle has inﬁnite modes, and we cannot survey all the modes in practice.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We examined the stability properties of the ﬁrst eight modes of single-ﬂuid, one-dimensional, radiative shocks with boundary conditions
suitable for accretion on to a solid surface. A composite cooling function was used, explicitly summing contributions from thermal
bremsstrahlung (which tends to destabilize the shock) and one of a variety of cooling processes chosen for a stabilizing effect. Some of these
cases correspond to the situation of the stand-off shockin the accretion ﬂow on to a magnetic white dwarf, with bremsstrahlung pluscyclotron
coolingandthepost-shockregionstandingclosetothedwarfsurface.Fourofthemechanismschosenareﬁrst-orderindensity(L2 ~ rT
b),four
are of order 3/2 in density (L2 ~ r
1:5T
b), four are second-order in density (L2 ~ r
2T
b), and one corresponds to cyclotron cooling
(L2 ~ r
0:15T
2:5). For each choice of cooling processes, the relative efﬁciency of the second cooling process, es is varied.
In the case of the bremsstrahlung-dominated shock, higher harmonics are more unstable to oscillations, and this behaviour appears as a
general trend in all observed cases. Increasing the efﬁciency of the second cooling process es stabilizes each of the modes at a different rate,
depending onthe indices ofthe stabilizing cooling process.Inmostsystems,sufﬁciently highes causessomeparticular modestobe lessstable
thanthenexthigherharmonic.Casesexistwhereamodenisunstablewhileharmonicn þ 1isstable,andsuccessivemodesareunstableagain.
It follows that when cooling processes with stabilizing and destabilizing tendencies compete, the oscillatory instability of one mode does not
necessarily imply the instability of all higher modes.
The dimensionless eigenfrequencies dI constitute a sequence which resembles the modes of a pipe open at one end:
dI < dIOðn ¹ 1=2Þþd C. The frequency spacing constant of the modes, dIO, diminishes as the stabilizing cooling process becomes important.
This followsnearly identical functions in es, except for the cases when temperature dependence is weaker than the density dependence, where
the reduction ismore gradual. The offset dC issmall and negative for lowes,and in most cases it increases with the efﬁciency of the stabilizing
process. In cases with high temperature and density power dependence, dC reaches a maximum and then decreases again for larger es.
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q 1998 RAS, MNRAS 299, 862–876APPENDIX A: FINDING THE EIGENFREQUENCIES
Values of the perturbed variables at the shock (t ¼ 1=4) are completely determined by the Rankine–Hugoniot strong shock jump conditions:
zR ¼ zI ¼ 0, pR ¼ 3=2, pI ¼ 0, hR ¼ 3=4, hI ¼ 0. (See the appendix in Saxton et al. 1997 for a derivation.) The differential equations are
integrated with respect to the dimensionless velocity from the shock down to the ﬁxed wall surface (t ¼ 0), where only two boundary
conditions apply. These conditions state that both the real and imaginary parts of the perturbed velocity vanish at the surface: hR ¼ hI ¼ 0.
The method for ﬁnding the oscillatory modes relies on these conditions. A grid of points is chosen in a rectangular region of the complex
d-eigenplane, andthe equations are integrated at each point.Thevalue of1=jhjisplotted overthegrid. Inthe neighbourhoodofthe eigenvalues
this number becomes large, appearing as a sharp spike on the surface plot of 1=jhj (see Fig. A1).
To obtain the eigenvalues, we select a small rectangular area around one of these spikes and evaluate 1=jhj over a 64-point grid. The grid
pointwherethisismaximumisthenchosenasthecentreofasmallergrid,andtheprocessisiterateduntilthewidthofthesearchareaissmaller
than a desired precision.
APPENDIX B: LINEAR FIT TO THE EIGENFREQUENCIES
The imaginary part ofthe eigenvalue (dI), which is a scaled oscillation frequency for the mode, isapproximately quantized like the modes of a
pipe open at one end:
dI < dIOðn ¹ 1=2Þþd C: ð B1Þ
The parameters dIO and dC are respectively the frequency spacing of the modes, and a small constant offset to the sequence. Their values
depend upon the power-law indices (a,b) and the relative efﬁciency of the second cooling process (es). The variation of mode spacing and
offset for the various power laws is illustrated in Figs B1–B8.
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Figure A1. 1=jhj evaluated at the stationary (lower) boundary, t ¼ 0, plotted in the eigenplane of complex dimensionless frequency (d). The complex
dimensionless perturbed velocity is h. Its units in this plot are arbitrary. The spikes are indeﬁnitely tall at the exact eigenvalues; the height in surrounding areas
depends on proximity to the eigenvalues.
Figure B1. Variation of the modal frequency spacing dIO with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cyclotron cooling power-law (a ¼ 2:0;b ¼ 3:85).874 C. J. Saxton et al.
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Figure B2. Variation of the modal frequency spacing dIO with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5,
and b ¼ a þ 1, respectively marked by diamonds (à), triangles (e), squares (A) and crosses (´).
Figure B3. Variation of the modal frequency spacing dIO with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5,
and b ¼ a þ 0:5, respectively marked by diamonds (à), triangles (e), squares (A) and crosses (´).
Figure B4. Variation of the modal frequency spacing dIO with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5,
and b ¼ a, respectively marked by diamonds (à), triangles (e), squares (A) and crosses (´).Oscillatory instability of radiative shocks 875
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Figure B5. Variation of the frequency offset term dC with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cyclotron cooling power-law (a ¼ 2:0;b ¼ 3:85).
Figure B6. Variation of the frequency offset term dC with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5, and
b ¼ a þ 1, respectively marked by diamonds (à), triangles (e), squares (A) and crosses (´).
Figure B7. Variation of the frequency offset term dC with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5, and
b ¼ a þ 0:5, respectively marked by diamonds (à), triangles (e), squares (A) and crosses (´).This paper has been typeset from a TEX=L
ATEX ﬁle prepared by the author.
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Figure B8. Variation of the frequency offset term dC with efﬁciency of the second cooling function for cooling power-law indices a ¼ 0:5;1:5;2:5 and 3:5 and
b ¼ a, respectively marked by diamonds (à), triangles (e), squares (A) and crosses (´).